Agreement
I) Amount of the scholarship
The scholarship is applicable to all remote internships offered by World Unite!. The
scholarship amount is granted in the form of a discount to the regular sales price for
remote internships as published by World Unite!.
The scholarship amount cannot be cumulated with any other promotions or
discounts World Unite! might give on the regular published sales prices.
A cash payout of the scholarship amount is not possible.
Should the regular published sales price that World Unite! is charging for a remote
internship be lower than the amount advertised for the scholarhip, the maximum
amount granted for the scholarship equals the amount of the regular published
price (=the remote internship would be provided at no charge to the scholarship
holder). A further credit or cash payout of the amount that the advertised amount for
the scholarship exceeds the regular sales rate for the remote internship is not
possible.
The amount of the scholarship is quoted in JPY (Japanese Yen). Should a remote
internship from World Unite! be offered in another currency, the credit is made in the
currency in which the remote internship is offered, whereby the yen to foreign
currency bank conversion rate of the day on which the application period for the
scholarship ends applies.
The jury's decision as to whether a scholarship will be granted or rejected is final
and cannot be appealed. The judges' decision is final.
II) Declaration of Commitment
Scholarship holders undertake that they:
* either provide to World Unite! within one month of completing the remote
internship in digital form a qualitatively publishable report of 1-2 pages in English or
Japanese language in length (A4 pages) about the remote internship, including at
least 3 qualitatively publishable images (e.g. screenshots of online communication,
image showing the scholarship holder during the remote internship) with a width of
at least 1024 pixels that World Unite! can publish.
The scholarship holder can also be published this report on his/her own blog or
website. The report can also be in the form of a spoken video. If the scholarship
holder publishes the media on channels that are not belonging to World Unite!,

World Unite! has to be mentioned by name and at least one hyperlink to
https://www.worldunite.jp (for reports/videos published in Japanese) or
https://www.world-unite.de/en (for reports/videos published in English) has to be
included. Furthermore, the scholarship holder should also provide to World Unite!
all media materials in digital form for publication by Worl Unite!.
* or that they are available for a period of 1 year after completion of the remote
internship to join an online or on-site event (e.g. webinar or information event),
speaking for 30 minutes to the public about their experiences with the remote
internship.
All scholarship holders agree that World Unite! and its partners can publish their
reports, documentations, videos, pictures and recordings of event attendance for an
unlimited period of time and geographicals spread, including mentioning their
names (surnames can be anonymized on request) in connection with the remote
internship. By sending in the text and image material or participating in the event,
the author declares that World Unite! can process, edit and use the materials in
print publications and online channels.
If a scholarship holder does not comply with these conditions of participation and
obligations in return for the scholarship, World Unite! is entitled to reclaim the
funding.
I agree to these conditions:
Name:
Signature:
Date:

